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"At last the great record by Sylvain Cathala we had been waiting for. Simply a major achievement.
And yet, great musicians have a talent for giving this non- easy music an obvious character when
you listen to it, for making clear the most complex harmonic and rhythmic structures in order to
finally turn it into a music that is open to everyone. An irrepressible tide is borne by Sylvain
Cathala, really impressive in almost every register. Because the saxophonist reaches a new stage
in his technique to totally stand out in this album in which the lyricism of his discourse, his
phrasing, his sense of improvisation, his command of sound and his time establish him as one of
the best"
Dernières Nouvelles du Jazz, Jean-Marc Gélin
"One immerses oneself into an urban music, full of depths, and twists and turns, which puts
forward Cathala's very delicate composition. This triangle with salient angles builds its solid base in
a dynamic of constant exchanges and returns, of ideal circulations where the clarity of complex
polyrhythmics, even the shakiest ones, seems to have a great base. Flow and cycle" is a brilliant
and important record which will certainly rank in the best records list at the end of the year. Be that
as it may, it crowns one of the most exciting trios in France. Essential."
franpisunship.com

"Another trio saxophone/ bass/ drums, another great energy on the move is Sylvain
Cathala's."Flow and cycle " is the title of the trio's new opus, the second one of the former Rolex
trio.Great energy, I said, science of architectures, flexible and aleatory forms, iridescence of tones,
power of interactive play. A keen sense of form, dialogue, exchange and invention is present here."
29/05/13 – Jazzistiques on France Musique by Franck Médioni
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